PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM
KIDS IN TECH

kids in tech™
EXCITE. EDUCATE. EMPOWER.
“Ultimately, we as a global community must change what it means to be a tech professional -tech is for everyone.”

Olu Ibrahim
Founder & CEO of Kids in Tech, Inc.
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Kids in Tech Board of Directors play a critical role in our success and growth plans as a 501(C3) nonprofit organization.
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Suffolk University
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Kids in Tech was founded in 2016 in Lowell, Massachusetts to prepare disadvantaged kids with interactive, free after school programs in computers and technology.

Opportunities in STEM-related occupations are projected to outgrow all other sectors. By promoting a positive environment and fostering lifelong interest in STEM, Kids in Tech is both preparing students to success and helping to diversify the field to meet future demands in the STEM fields.

By 2024, 80% of the top 10 most in-demand STEM jobs in the Greater Lowell area will be in technology – and, these are some of the top most desired skills for many growing industries across the country. In the past three years, Kids in Tech has offered programs at four different sites serving low-income kids in the Lowell area.

**FUTURE GOAL**
With corporate support, we will expand the number of youth and families served in more communities across the region and around the country.

“I love building robots!”
**Daryel | Kids in Tech Participant**
KIDS IN TECH
MISSION

Kids in Tech strives to excite, educate, and empower children to acquire skills and confidence in technology through interactive after school programs.

Our programs focus on helping kids develop the necessary tech skills and aptitudes to participate in and be future leaders of the 21st-century innovation economy.

“I like it a lot. I wish it was longer!”
Aydan | Kids in Tech Participant

EXCITE, EDUCATE AND EMPOWER
Our Audience

Our community includes professionals in the Greater Boston and Merrimack Valley region who support Diversity and Inclusion initiatives and believe in training our future workforce for success.
There are four levels of Sponsorship your organization can participate in for Kids In Tech, aside from customizable opportunities.

**Sponsorship Levels**

- **Platinum Package**
- **Gold Package**
- **Silver Package**
- **Bronze Package**

**Customizable Opportunities**

- Beyond the Microscope (in partnership with The Boston Globe)
- STEM Challenge
- Tech Club Field Trips
- STEM Backpacks
- Student Showcase
- Scavenger Hunt